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When the growing season proceeds, its is time to get ready for the harvest season. The planning of harvesting operations
starts by examining collected field data. Would selective harvesting be worthwhile?



Satellite images and derived NDVI classifications that represent green mass maps of fields give a good base for planning. 
Here, NDVI maps from farm management information system AgriSmart illustrate field status in sprouting, before ear
emergence, ripening phases.



There seems to be a lot of variation in the field. The field size is 30 hectares, it is good to check protein content in different
field zones before harvesting. Let’s plan measurement points in different field zones.



It is handy to take planning maps as mobile app with you to the field. The protein content measurements in the field are carried
out by GrainSense device.



At least three measurements from separate grain samples are made in each location. If the deviation between the measurements
is big, it is good to measure more samples. The average value of the measurements describes the protein content in the location. 

One sample includes 60-80 kernels. In field conditions, the handiest way to prepare a grain sample is to tear kernels from for
example five heads next to each other, rub them between hands and bow kernels clean from trash. 



When starting the measuring, the GrainSense device runs a reference measurement without the sample, after which kernels
are placed to a glass tray, the lid is closed and the measurement started. The results can be viewed and when they see to be i
n order, they are sent to GrainSense Mobile App through bluetooth connection. 



Smartphone App sends the measurement results to GrainSense cloud where they can also be viewed and analysed through
the Farmer Dashboard web user interface. 



Protein 10-11 %

According to the field measurements, the protein content is lower in the North-West corner of the field, area being about
5 hectares. The plan is to harvest it to a separate grain lot.

Protein 11,5-12 %



The combine harvester is on the field side, the last preparations before starting harvesting are goin on.



The combine harvester has fuel consumption measurement that has been retrofited. This was possible due the combine’s
bus technology.



Yield sensor and Agrointelli’s selective harvesting application are turned on in the harvester cabin.



Task specific information has been inserted to the yield monitoring and selective harvesting systems and they are ready to start. 
The selective harvesting system consists of a combine harvester application that is located in the combine cabin and grain
transporting trailer application that is located in the tractor cabin.



Harvesting running.



Harvesting running.



The screen views of the combine’s selective harvesting app. The combine harvester driver can see present location of the trailer
and information of the harvest batch.



Uploading the harvester tank to trailer.



Two trailers for two grain qualities. 



Two trailers for two grain qualities. 



The screen of trailer selective harvesting app during the grain upload to the trailer.



The screen of trailer selective harvesting app during the grain upload to the trailer.



The progress of the harvest is able to monitor remotely from the internet dashboard that shows the status of the combine and 
the trailer at the moment and also history data.



The progress of the harvest is able to monitor remotely from the internet dashboard that shows the status of the combine
and the trailer at the moment and also history data.



The harvesting is finished. The selective harvesting internet dashboard shows harvesting routes and areas per trailer batch
by different colours. The Nort-West part of the field was harvested to a separate handling batch due to the lower protein
content than in the rest of the field. 



The screen view of selective harvesting dashboard where specific trailer batch information with harvest dates are shown. 



Tractor-trailer-combination full of grain on the way to the grain dryer.



The grain lot arrives from the field to the dryer.



The moisture and protein content of the trailer grain batch are checked while uploading the grain to dryer.



The trailer and the dryer may have scales and e.g. other moisture measurement devices that support the bookkeeping of 
handled grain amounts.



Grain dryer system has retrofited Kuivaaja.net system for remote monitoring the drying process. The instrumentation with
central and telemetry units is shown on the left.



A separate electricity consumption measurement is also installed in the dryer.



The internet dashboard and user interface of the dryer monitoring system shows data from implemented sensors but allows
also manual input of data and additional information.



The progress of the drying process are shown as graphics. The free text field can be used to record the identification informati
on  of trailer batches included in the dryer batch to maintain the traceability of the grain.



Drying events are recorded and they can be viewed from the mobile app. The system includes also a silo bookkeeping.



When preparing grain batches for sale, during the growing, harvest and post-harvest processes collected data is gathered
for product information that adds value on the markets. Farm Management Information System plays a key role in this.



Main part of the information is sent to the electronic marketplace service Viljatori.fi directly from the FMIS. From the
information, Viljatori produces a tentative sales offer, which farmer completes via the services user interface, and publishing the
sales offer.



Product information
• Seller/user ID
• Loading/collection point
• Species
• Variety
• Quantity (t)
• Moisture content (% per dry matter) 
• Hectolitre mass (kg/100 l) (per sample)
• Protein content (% per dry matter)
• Carbon footprint value (kg CO2 eq/t) (additional information space)
• Sales batch ID for traceability (additional information space)

- Full traceability tree of IDs is delivered with the 
eGrainPassport.

Measured and calculated grain lot specific product information is attached to grain sales batch. Let’s hope that grain buyers value
with data enriched grain.  



Traceability :
Sales batch ID: 740f72d0-fe92-4626-8235-
d2058c0da228

Silo ID: c88ba6e0-7484-46ca-b22c-
1248584b3559

Drier batch IDs:
a26bc69a-1dbe-41cd-9886-4da93d539ea4
- Trailer batch IDs:

72c99c91-876d-41e3-aa71-389a770ddcd4
- Trailer batch IDs:

d2026c85-fe94-453c-8c4c-df5f111330e2
- Trailer batch IDs:

860e7f6a-6884-45f2-a2fe-b52a11f5aa97
- Trailer batch IDs:

ID is a unique identifying code, that is linked to 
a particular information system, i.e. harvester 

system, dryer system, etc. and detailed 
information stored in it. 

The sales batch ID includes IDs from all stages on the way from fied to sales to create traceability. Let’s hope that grain buyers
value with data enriched grain.  



Looking forward to future - Let’s hope that grain buyers value with the data enriched grain. 
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